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Abstract
We prove Eilenberg-Watts Theorem for 2-categories of the representation cate-
gories C-Mod of finite tensor categories C. For a consequence we obtain that any
autoequivalence of C-Mod is given by tensoring with a representative of some class
in the Brauer-Picard group BrPic(C). We introduce bialgebroid categories over C
and a cohomology over a symmetric bialgebroid category. This cohomology turns
out to be a generalization of the one we developed in a previous paper and moreover,
an analogous Villamayor-Zelinsky sequence exists in this setting. In this context,
for a symmetric bialgebroid category A, we interpret the middle cohomology group
appearing in the third level of the latter sequence. We obtain a group of quasi-
monoidal structures on the representation category A-Mod.
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1 Introduction
In our previous paper [15] we introduced a cohomology over a symmetric finite tensor
category C and we constructed an infinite exact sequence a la Villamayor-Zelinsky which
contains three types of cohomology groups. These three types of groups repeat periodically
in the sequence and we consider the sequence so that in each level there are three groups of
different types. In [16] we interpreted the middle term in the second level of this sequence,
obtaining the group of quasi C-coring categories. These results generate to the setting of
symmetric finite tensor categories our results from [5], which were done in the context
of commutative algebras over a commutative ring R. In the author’s Ph.D. thesis [14]
and a paper which emerged out of it together with Stefaan Caenepeel we proceeded the
former construction to commutative bialgebroids over R. The idea of the present paper
is to bring these constructions to the context of symmetric finite tensor categories and
investigate how far we may get in this setting.
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We introduce bialgebroid categories over a finite tensor category C. In [16] we intro-
duced C-comonoidal categories as coalgebra objects in the 2-category (C- Bimod,⊠C , C).
We define a bialgebroid category A as a C-bimodule category which is monoidal and
C-comonoidal with certain compatibility conditions. Intuitively, these conditions require
that the commultiplication and the counit functors from the comonoidal structure are
monoidal, though some caution is needed, as A ⊠C A in general is not a monoidal cate-
gory. To tackle this issue, we present two definitions, one for a non-braided and the other
for a braided category A, which obviously coincide in the braided setting. We concen-
trate on the case where both C and A are symmetric as monoidal categories. Then we
introduce a new cohomology over A, called Harrison cohomology, which for A = C ⊠ C
coincides with the Amitsur cohomology over C from [15]. In particular, we have that
Hn(A, P ) = Hn+1(C, P ), where P is a suitable functor from symmetric tensor categories
to abelian groups (or symmetric monoidal categories). Thus n-cocycles over A are n+1-
cocycles over C. We record that there exists an analogous infinite exact sequence as in the
latter article, which is constructed following mutatis mutandis the ideas from therein. In
order to interpret the middle cohomology group in the third level of this sequence, we con-
sider quasi-monoidal structures on the bicategory of representations A-Mod. These are
tensor products on 0-cells with an associativity constraint which satisfies the pentagonal
axiom up to a natural equivalence. In general these associativity constraints are not iden-
tities and this is why we deal indeed with a bicategory, rather than a 2-category A-Mod.
We call these structures “quasi-monoidal” as we are not interested at this point in the
unit object, nor the corresponding unity constraints and other axioms for a monoidal
bicategory structure on A-Mod.
We generate quasi-monoidal structures on A-Mod using (additive) autoequivalences
of A ⊠C A-Mod. For this purpose we develope an Eilenberg-Watts-type Theorem for 2-
categories. We do this in two stages. Firstly, in Theorem 3.1 we start with the (2-)category
Pseud(C-Mod,D-Mod) of pseudo-functors C-Mod −→ D-Mod and construct a functor to
the (2-)category D-C- Bimod. We show how the hexagonal coherence diagram for the
monoidal structure of a pseudo-functor F : C-Mod −→ D-Mod corresponds to the pen-
tagonal axiom for the right C-module category structure of F(C), while the pentagonal co-
herence for a pseudo-natural transformation ω : F −→ G of pseudo-functors F ,G : C-Mod
−→ D-Mod corresponds to the pentagonal axiom for the right C-linearity of the functor
ω(C) : F(C) −→ G(C). The functor Pseud(C-Mod,D-Mod) −→ D-C- Bimod induced in
this way is cleary essentially surjective, though it is not full and fails to be an equivalence
of categories. In Theorem 3.4 we restrict to the category 2- Funcont(D-Mod, C-Mod) of
2-functors which preserve arbitrary coproducts and cokernels and we prove that it is equiv-
alent to D-C- Bimod. For a consequence, taking D = C and considering invertible cells
on both levels, we deduce that every autoequivalence of C-Mod is equivalent to M⊠C −
for some [M] ∈ BrPic(C), where BrPic(C) denotes the Brauer-Picard group introduced in
[11].
Finally, we prove that the quasi-monoidal structures on A-Mod that we study form a
monoidal category, whose Grothendieck group is isomorphic to the group Z2(A,Pic) of 2-
cocycles in our Harrison cohomology with values in Pic(A⊠CA). For A = C⊠C we get an
interpretation of the 3-cocycles over C. Given a braided finite tensor category C, we denote
by Pic(C) the category of invertible one-sided C-bimodule categories. One-sided bimodule
categories were studied in [6]. The Grothendieck group Pic(C) of Pic(C) is a subgroup
of BrPic(C). In [15] we proved that when C is symmetric, the category (Pic(C),⊠C , C)
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is symmetric monoidal and thus the group Pic(C) is abelian. This fact underlies our
construction of the Amitsur cohomology over symmetric finite tensor categories in [15] and
the Harrison cohomology over symmetric bialgebroid categories in the present paper. Due
to [12, Proposition 2.7] we know that any symmetric finite tensor category C is equivalent
to a category of finite-dimensional representations of a finite-dimensional triangular weak
quasi-Hopf algebra H . Moreover, by [1, Theorem 5.1.1], [9, Theorem 4.3], if H is a Hopf
algebra and the underlying field is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero, H is the
Drinfel’d twist of a modified supergroup algebra.
In the coming section we set some preliminary notions and results. Here we deduce
a relation between the composition of successive morphisms acting between certain in-
vertible objects in C, on the one hand-side, and their tensor product, on the other. This
will be of big importance in Theorem 6.4. Section 3 is dedicated to the Eilenberg-Watts
Theorem for 2-categories, Section 4 to the bialgebroid categories and Section 5 to our
version of the Hsrrison cohomology over symmetric bialgebroid categories A. In the last
section we study certain quasi-monoidal structures in A-Mod. In Theorem 6.4 we prove
how the coherence pentagon for the associativity constraints correspond to the 2-cocycle
condition over Pic(A ⊠C A), whereas in Theorem 6.5 we prove that the latter induces a
monoidal equivalence between the category of such quasi-monoidal structures and of the
2-cocycles. The obtained equivalence of categories finally yields the corresponding group
isomorphism.
2 Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of a finite tensor category, a
left/right/bimodule category over a finite tensor category, (bi)module functors, Deligne
tensor product of finite abelian categories, tensor product of bimodule categories. For
the basics on the subject we refer to [12], [11], [20], [10]. All categories will be finite,
and k-linear and all functors will be k-linear, where k throughout will be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero. When there is no confusion we will denote the identity
functor on a category M by M.
For basic notions on bicategories we refer to [3, 4]. The definitions recalled in [18],
[23, Section 1.1] are sufficient for the results in this paper. The corresponding notions
of “functors” and “natural transformations” for bicategories are “pseudo-functors” and
“pseudo-natural transformations”. When the associativity and unity constraints for 0-
cells in a bicategory are identities, the bicategory is said to be a 2-category. For a finite
tensor category C we have the 2-category C-Mod whose 0-cells are C-module categories,
1-cells are left C-module functors and 2-cells are left C-natural transformations.
A module category is said to be strict if the natural transformations for the associa-
tivity and unit constraints for the action are identities. A module functor is said to be
strict if the natural transformation for the linearity of the functor is identity.
As we observed in [15, Section 3], given a tensor functor η : C −→ E there is a right
adjoint functor to E ⊠C − : C-Mod −→ E-Mod which we call restriction of scalars functor
R : E-Mod −→ C-Mod defined as follows. Given a left E-module category M it is a left
C-module category via η, that is, for M ∈M, C ∈ C it is C⊗M = η(C)⊗M . We will use
the following notation:
R(M) = ηM. (1)
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A right C-module category M gives rise to a left C-module category Mop with the
action given by (2) and associativity isomorphisms mopX,Y,M = mM,∗Y,∗X for all X, Y ∈
C,M ∈ M. Similarly, a left C-module categoryM gives rise to a right C-module category
Mop with the action given via (3). Here ∗X denotes the left dual object and X∗ the right
dual object for X ∈ C. IfM is a (C,D)-bimodule category thenMop is a (D, C)-bimodule
category and (Mop)op ∼=M as (C,D)-bimodule categories.
X⊗opM =M⊗∗X (2) M⊗opX = X∗⊗M (3)
For a C-D-bimodule functor F : M −→ N the D-C-bimodule functor opF : opN
−→ opM is given by opF = σ−1M,C ◦ F
∗ ◦ σN ,C. Here F∗ : FunC(N , C) −→ FunC(M, C)
is given by F∗(G) = G ◦ F and σ is the equivalence proved in [15, Lemma 4.3] and
given by σM,N :M⊠C opN −→ Fun(N ,M)C, σ(M ⊠CN) = M⊗HomN (−, N). The object
HomN (N
′, N) ∈ C is the inner hom-object. If F is an equivalence, it is (F∗)−1 = (F−1)∗ =
− ◦ F−1 and consequently: (opF)−1 = op(F−1).
A (C,D)-bimodule category M is called invertible [11] if there are equivalences of
bimodule categories
Mop ⊠CM≃ D, M⊠DM
op ≃ C.
The group of equivalence classes of exact invertible module categories over a finite tensor
category C is called the Brauer-Picard group. It was introduced in [11] and it is denoted
by BrPic(C).
When C is braided, then every left C-module category can be made into a right and
a C-bimodule category, by putting: M⊗X = X⊗M , [6, Section 2.8]. This kind of C-
bimodule categories is called one-sided C-bimodule categories. They form a monoidal
subcategory (Cbr-Mod,⊠C, C) of (C-Mod,⊠C, C). As we proved in [15, Proposition 3.4]
when C is symmetric, (Cbr-Mod,⊠C, C) is symmetric.
For a braided finite tensor category C we will denote by Pic(C) the monoidal category
(Pic(C),⊠C, C) of exact invertible one-sided C-bimodule categories. The Grothendieck
group of Pic(C), that is, the Picard group of equivalence classes of exact invertible one-
sided C-bimodule categories, is denoted by Pic(C). It is a subgroup of BrPic(C), [11,
Section 4.4], [6, Section 2.8]. In view of the above said, when C is symmetric, the group
Pic(C) is clearly abelian.
In [15, Lemma 4.9] and [16, Lemma 2.7] respectively we proved:
Lemma 2.1 Let F ,G : M −→ N be D-C-bimodule functors and let P be an invertible
C-bimodule category.
1. It is F ⊠C IdP = G ⊠C IdP if and only if F = G.
2. If H : P −→ L is a C-bimodule equivalence functor, it is F ⊠C H = G ⊠C H if and
only if F = G.
Lemma 2.2 Let C be a finite tensor category and M an exact C-bimodule category and
let α :M −→ C be a C-bimodule equivalence. Define α† = ev(idopM ⊠C α−1) : opM −→ C.
Then:
1. ev = α† ⊠C α as right C-linear functors.
2. α† = (opα)−1 as C-bimodule functors.
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2.1 Composition versus tensor product of morphisms in Pic(C)
for C symmetric
In the developing paper “Harrison cohomology over commutative Hopf algebroids” by
Stefaan Caenepeel and the author we proved some results on symmetric Picard groupoids
that will be useful here. In what follows we prove them in a different form.
Let C be a braided monoidal category with braiding Φ and unit object I. Let X∗ be
a right dual object for X ∈ C with morphisms ev : X∗⊗X −→ I and coev : I −→ X ⊗X∗.
We will use the following notation:
ev = X∗ X
✡✠
and coev = ☛✟
X X∗.
Then ∗X = X∗ with morphisms
ev = ev ◦ ΦX,X∗ : X ⊗
∗X −→ I and coev = Φ−1X,X∗ ◦ coev : I −→
∗X ⊗X (4)
is a left dual object for X in C. Recall that invertible objects in C are such objects X ∈ C
for which there exists X ′ ∈ C so that X ⊗X ′ ∼= I.
Lemma 2.3 The following are equivalent:
1. an invertible object X ∈ C has a right dual and it is coev ◦ ev = ΦX∗,X ;
2. for an invertible object X ∈ C it is ΦX,X = IdX⊗X (equivalently: Φ
−1
X,X = IdX⊗X).
Proof. The condition (1) implies that
X∗ X
✡✠☛✟
X∗ X
=
X∗ X
X∗ X
hence:
X X
☛✟
X X∗ X X
=
X X
☛✟
✡✠☛✟
X X∗ X X
=
X X
☛✟
X X∗ X X
(5)
Then we have:
X X
X X
=
X X
☛✟
✡✠
X X
(5)
=
X X
☛✟
✡✠
X X
=
X X
X X
Suppose that (2) holds and fix an isomorphism e : X ′⊗X −→ I for every invertible object
X ∈ C. Define c = ΦX′,X ◦ e−1, so we have:
(X ⊗ e)(c⊗X) =
X
e−1
e
X
(2)
=
X
e−1
e
X
=
X
X
thus one law for right duality is satisfied, and similarly the other one is proved.
For invertible objects in C satisfying one of the equivalent conditions of the above
lemma we will say that they satisfy the property P. The notation Φ±1 will mean that the
statement in question is valid both for Φ and Φ−1.
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Corollary 2.4 Given morphisms f : X −→ Y and g : X −→ Z between invertible objects
X, Y, Z satisfying the property P, then
Φ±1Y,Z(f ⊗ g) = g ⊗ f. (6)
If Y = Z, then f ⊗ g = g ⊗ f .
Proof. By naturality (both of Φ and Φ−1) we have: ΦY,Z(f ⊗ g) = (g⊗ f)ΦX,X
Lemma 2.3
=
g ⊗ f . The rest also follows by Lemma 2.3.
In the following three claims, which are consequences of Corollary 2.4, in all the
appearances of the braiding Φ in the assertions the analogous statements with Φ replaced
by Φ−1 are valid.
Observe that for invertible objects X satisfying the property P it is
ev ◦ coev = ev ◦ Φ−1 ◦ coev = IdI . (7)
Proposition 2.5 Given morphisms f : X −→ Y, g : Y −→ Z and h : X −→ Z between
invertible objects X, Y, Z in C satisfying the property P, observe that f⊗g, (Y ⊗h)ΦX,Y =
ΦZ,Y (h⊗ Y ) : X ⊗ Y −→ Y ⊗ Z. Then it is
f ⊗ g = (Y ⊗ h)ΦX,Y if and only if h = g ◦ f.
Proof. It is:
X
h
Z
(7)
=
X
☛✟
h
✡✠
Z
=
X
☛✟
✡✠h
Z
∗
=
X
☛✟
f g
✡✠
Z
nat.
=
X
☛✟
g f
✡✠
Z
(6)
=
X
☛✟
f
g
✡✠
Z
(7)
= gf
where we used the assumption f ⊗ g = (Y ⊗ h)ΦX,Y at the place *. Conversely, f ⊗ g =
(Y ⊗ g)(f ⊗ Y )
(6)
= ΦZ,Y ◦ (g ⊗ Y )(f ⊗ Y )
∗
= ΦZ,Y ◦ (h ⊗ Y )
nat.
= (Y ⊗ h) ◦ ΦX,Y where *
represents the assumption h = gf .
Corollary 2.6 Given morphisms f : X −→ Y and g : Y −→ Z between invertible objects
X, Y, Z in a braided monoidal category C satisfying the property P, it is:
X Y
f
g
Y Z
=
X Y
f g
Y Z
(8)
Corollary 2.7 Given a chain of morphisms D0
f1−→ D1
f2−→ · · ·
fn
−→ Dn between invertible
objects D0, D1, . . . , Dn in a braided monoidal category C satisfying the property P. Then
it is:
(D1⊗D2⊗ . . .⊗Dn−1⊗ (fn ◦fn−1 ◦ . . .◦f1))◦ΦD0,D1⊗D2⊗...⊗Dn−1 = f1⊗f2⊗ . . .⊗fn. (9)
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Proof. We have:
D0D1D2 ... Dn
f1 f2 f3 ... fn
D1D2D3 ... Dn
(8)
=
D0D1D2 ... Dn
f1 f3 ... fn
f2
D1D2D3 ... Dn
(8)
=
D0D1D2 ... Dn
...
f1 fn
f2
f3
D1D2D3 ... Dn
= · · · =
D0D1D2 ... Dn
...
f1 fn
...
fn−1
D1D2D3 ... Dn−1Dn
(8)
=
D0D1D2 ...Dn−1Dn
...
f1
...
fn
D1D2D3 ... Dn−1Dn
in the last two diagrams two obvious lines are missing because they are involved in the
chain of the braidings in the middle strings. The claim follows by the braiding axioms.
In [15, Section 4] we proved that in a symmetric tensor category C for an object
M ∈ Pic(C) its (right and left) dual object in (C- Bimod,⊠C, C) is Mop and that the
corresponding evaluation and coevaluation functors are equivalences. Moreover, in [15,
Corollary 4.11] we showed: coev ≃ ev−1 up to the symmetry τ : M ⊠C N
≃
−→ N ⊠C M
induced by M ⊠N 7→ N ⊠C M , for M,N ∈ Pic(C). This means that every M ∈ Pic(C)
satisfies the property P . Therefore, given a chain of morphismsM0
F1−→M1
F2−→ · · ·
Fn−→Mn
in Pic(C) one has: F1 ⊠C . . .⊠C Fn ≃ (M1 ⊠C M2 ⊠C . . .⊠C Mn−1 ⊠C (Fn ◦ Fn−1 ◦ . . . ◦
F1)) ◦ τM0,M1⊠CM2⊠C ...⊠CMn−1 .
3 Eilenberg-Watts Theorem for 2-categories: module
categories over finite tensor categories
A version of Eilenberg-Watts Theorem (proved in [25, 8]) is valid also in the context
of module categories over finite tensor categories. Given a finite tensor category C, any
additive equivalence 2-endofunctor F of C-Mod is given by F ∼=M⊠C− for an invertible
C-bimodule category M. We prove this result here.
Let Pseud(C-Mod,D-Mod) denote the category of pseudo-functors C-Mod −→ D-Mod
and pseudo-natural transformations between them. It is actually a 2-category, where 2-
cells are modifications between pseudo-natural transformations, as so are C-Mod and
D-Mod, but we consider them as ordinary categories here.
Theorem 3.1 Let C and D be finite tensor categories. There is a functor
Ω : Pseud(C-Mod,D-Mod) −→ D-C-Bimod .
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Proof. On 0-cells. Let F : C-Mod −→ D-Mod be a pseudo-functor. For N ∈ C-Mod we
have a functor:
FC,N : N ≃ FunC(C,N ) −→ FunD(F(C),F(N )). (10)
Given two functors G ∈ FunC(C, C) and H ∈ FunC(C,N ) we have:
θC,NH,G : FC,N (H ◦G)
∼=
−→ FC,N (H)FC,C(G) and FC,C(IdC) ≃ IdFC,C(C) (11)
where θC,NH,G are isomorphisms natural in C and N . Let N ∈ N and define FN = −⊗N ∈
FunC(C,N ). Given C ∈ C we clearly have: FC⊗N ∼= FN ◦ FC , hence we identify:
FC,N (FC⊗N) = FC,N (FN ◦ FC). For this reason by (11) we have a natural isomorphism
θC,NFN ,FC : FC,N (FC⊗N)
∼=
−→ FC,N (FN)FC,C(FC). (12)
For N = C the functor FC,C : C −→ FunD(F(C),F(C)) makesM := F(C) a right C-module
category. Given M ∈M define
M⊗C = FC,C(C)(M). (13)
Take another D ∈ C, then we define the associativity constraint for the right C-action by
aM,C,D = θ
C,C
FD ,FC
(M) : FC,C(FC⊗D)(M)
∼=
−→ FC,C(FD)FC,C(FC)(M). (14)
Now the pentagonal coherence for M to be a right C-module category holds because of
the hexagonal coherence for θC,CFC ,FD(M):
(15)
F(FC◦(FD◦FE)) F(FC)◦F(FD◦FE)✲
θFC ,FD◦FE F(FC)◦(F(FD)◦F(FE))✲
IdF(FC) ◦θFD ,FE
(F(FC)◦F(FD))◦F(FE)
❄
α′
❄
F(α)
F((FC◦FD)◦FE)
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
PPq
F(FC◦FD)◦F(FE)
θFC◦FD,FE ✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏✶
θFC ,FD◦ IdF(FE)
where E ∈ C and α and α′ are associativity constraints for the functors in FunC(C, C).
The equation in FunD(F(C),F(C)) encoded in this diagram:
(θFC ,FD◦ IdF(FE))θFC◦FD,FEF(α) = α
′(IdF(FC) ◦θFD ,FE)θFC ,FD◦FE
applied to an object M ∈M and by (14) transforms into:
aM⊗E,D,C ◦ aM,E,D⊗C ◦ (M⊗a) = (aM,E,D⊗C)aM,E⊗D,C
where a is the associativity constraint in C (the associativity α′ becomes reduntant).
The rule for the action of the unit is proved similarly, thusM is indeed a right C-module
category. Since FC,C(C) is left D-linear for every C ∈ C, the categoryM is actually a D-C-
bimodule category with the natural isomorphism γD,M,C : (D⊗M)⊗C −→ D⊗(M⊗C)
given by the following composition:
γD,M,C : (D⊗M)⊗C = FC,C(C)(D⊗M)
s˜D,M
∼= D⊗FC,C(C)(M) = D⊗(M⊗C)
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for every D ∈ D, where s˜D,M is the left D-module functor structure of FC,C(C).
On 1-cells. Given a pseudo-natural transformation ω : F −→ G of pseudo-functors
F ,G : C-Mod −→ D-Mod. Set F(C) = M and G(C) = N . Then ω(C) : M −→ N is a
left D-module functor. Let us show that it is right C-linear. Let L ∈ C-Mod and fix an
object L ∈ L. For the left C-module functor FL = −⊗L : C −→ L the pseudo-naturality
of ω implies that the diagram
M N✲
ω(C)
F(L) G(L),✲
ω(L)❄
FC,L(FL)
❄
GC,L(FL)
commutes up to an isomorphism, that is, there is a natural isomorphism:
ω˜(FL) : ω(L)FC,L(FL)
∼=
−→ GC,L(FL)ω(C). (16)
Set L = C and L = C, then applying ω˜(FC) to some M ∈ M we get that there are
isomorphisms natural in M and C:
ω˜(FC)(M) : ω(C)FC,C(FC)(M)
∼=
−→ GC,C(FC)ω(C)(M).
Recall from (13) the right C-module category structure of M = F(C) and identify FC ∈
FunC(C, C) ≃ C with C ∈ C. We get:
sM,C = ω˜(FC)(M) : ω(C)(M⊗C)
∼=
−→ ω(C)(M)⊗C. (17)
Let D ∈ C and set α = ω(C) :M−→ N . Observe that the octogonal coherence for ω con-
tains three arrows with associativity for 1-cells, which become identities when applied to
the 2-categories C-Mod and D-Mod, so we indeed have a pentagon. Now this pentagonal
coherence for ω applied to functors FC and FD reads (we read the transformations from
the right to the left!):
α◦F(FD)◦F(FC) α◦F(FDFC)✛
Id ◦ θFD,FC G(FDFC)◦α✲
ω˜(FDFC)
❄
θ′FD ,FC◦ Id
❄
ω˜(FD)◦ Id
G(FD)◦ α ◦F(FC) G(FD)◦G(FC)◦α✲
Id ◦ ω˜(FC)
Applying the equation (Id ◦ ω˜(FC))(ω˜(FD)◦ Id)(Id ◦ θFD ,FC) = (θ
′
FD,FC
◦ Id)ω˜(FDFC) en-
coded in this diagram to an object M ∈M and using (17) and (14) we get:
(sM,C⊗D)sM⊗C,D ◦ α(aM,C,D) = aα(M),C,D ◦ sM,C⊗D.
The compatibility with unit is proved similarly and ω(C) is a functor in D-C- Bimod.
Lemma 3.2 The functor FC,N : N −→ FunD(F(C),F(N )) from (10) is left C-linear.
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Proof. Recall that FunD(F(C),F(N )) is a left C-module category by C⊗F = F (−⊗C)
for any F ∈ FunD(F(C),F(N )) and C ∈ C, and here we consider the right C-module
structure on M = F(C) induced by FC,C via (13). Then taking F = FC,N (N) we have:
C⊗FC,N (N) = FC,N (N)FC,C(C). Now define
sC,N = θ
C,N
FN ,FC
: FC,N (C⊗N)
∼=
−→ C⊗FC,N (N) (18)
where we identified FC,N (C⊗N) = FC,N (FN ◦ FC) and C⊗FC,N (N) = FC,N (N)FC,C(C)
as commented above. The pentagonal coherence for (FC,N , sC,N) to be left C-linear holds,
because of the hexagonal coherence for θC,NFN ,FC : first replace FC , FD, FE by FN , FC , FD in
(15) respectively to obtain:
(θFN ,FC◦ IdFC,C(FD))θFN◦FC ,FDFC,N (α) = α
′(IdFC,N (FN ) ◦θFC ,FD)θFN ,FC◦FD . (19)
In (14) we gave the right C-module associativity constraint, its left hand-side version
would read: aD,C,− = θ
C,C
FD,FC
(−). Now apply the equation (19) to M ∈M to get:
(D⊗sC,N)sD,C⊗NFC,N (aD,C,N) = aD,C,FC,N (N)sD⊗C,N .
The compatibility with unit is proved similarly.
The functor Ω : Pseud(C-Mod,D-Mod) −→ D-C- Bimod from Theorem 3.1, although
essentially surjective, is not faithful, and thus it is not an equivalence of categories. The
candidate for the quasi-inverse functor is the one presented in Theorem 3.4. Namely,
for a D-C-bimodule category M we have a 2-functor M ⊠C − : C-Mod −→ D-Mod and
Ω(M⊠C−) =M⊠CC ≃ C. However, for two pseudo-functors F ,G and a functorH : F(C)
−→ G(C) in D-C- Bimod, we find that H⊠C− : F(C)⊠C− −→ G(C)⊠C− defines a 2-natural
transformation, but there may be a proper pseudo-natural transformation α : F(C)⊠C −
−→ G(C) ⊠C − so that Ω(α) = α(C) coincides on objects with H , i.e. that there is an
isomorphism ω(M) : α(C)(M) −→ H(M) natural in M ∈ F(C).
We do have the equivalence with the category 2- Funcont(C-Mod,D-Mod) of 2-functors
C-Mod −→ D-Mod which preserve cokernels and arbitrary coproducts, and the corre-
sponding 2-natural transformations. If F ,G : M −→ N are two functors in C-Mod that
preserve colimits and colim(Li) denotes certain colimit of objects Li ∈ C-Mod, we say that
a natural transformation α : F −→ G preserves the colimit if α(colim(Li)) = colim(α(Li)).
To prove the mentioned equivalence we will use [2, Proposition (1.1) in Chapter II] by
which we have:
Proposition 3.3 Let A be an abelian category with arbitrary coproducts and let O be
a class of objects in A containing a generator of A and which is closed under cokernels
and arbitrary coproducts of objects in O. Then O contains all the objects of A, i.e.
O = Ob(A).
Given a finite tensor category C observe that the category of left C-module categories
C-Mod has arbitrary coproducts. Namely, if (Mi|i ∈ J) is a family of C-module categories,
any object in the coproduct ⊕i∈JMi is a finite direct sumM = ⊕
i=n
i=1i∈JMi withMi ∈Mi.
Then ⊕i∈JMi is a C-module category by C⊗M := ⊕i=ni=1i∈J (C⊗Mi) for any C ∈ C.
Moreover, C is a generator of C-Mod. Any C-module category is equivalent to CA for an
algebra A ∈ C by [24, Theorem 3.17], [10, Corollary 7.10.5]. Given a non-zero functor
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F : CA −→ N in C-Mod, there is an object X ∈ CA such that F (X) 6= 0, then define a
functor G : C −→ CA in C-Mod by G(I) = X . Then FG : C −→ N is a non-zero functor,
which proves that C is a generator of C-Mod. Now we may proceed with:
Theorem 3.4 Let C and D be finite tensor categories. There is an equivalence of cate-
gories
H : D-C-Bimod −→ 2-Funcont(C-Mod,D-Mod).
Proof. On 0-cells. Given a D-C-bimodule categoryM, there is a 2-functorH(M) :=M⊠C
− : C-Mod −→ D-Mod. It sends an object N ∈ C-Mod to the object M⊠C N ∈ D-Mod
and a functor F : N1 −→ N2
in C-Mod to the functorM⊠CF :M⊠CN1 −→M⊠CN2 ∈ D-Mod. The functorM⊠CF
is well defined: it is C-balanced, precisely because F is a left C-module functor, and clearly
M⊠CF is left D-linear. The monoidal structure ofM⊠C− for the composition of 1-cells
is obviously the identity, so it is indeed a 2-functor. Given a natural transformation α : F
−→ G in C-Mod, we have a left D-module natural transformation M ⊠C α : M ⊠C F
−→M⊠C G. The 2-functor H(M) =M⊠C − is described in details in [13, Theorem 3.4].
Considered as a functor, it is left adjoint to the functor FunD(M,−), thus it preserves
colimits, in particular cokernels and arbitrary coproducts. Namely, by [20, Corollary 3.22]
there is an equivalence of bimodule categories:
FunD(M⊠C N ,L) ≃ FunC(N ,FunD(M,L)). (20)
On 1-cells. Given a D-C-bimodule functor G : M −→ N the corresponding 2-natural
transformation in 2- Funcont(C-Mod,D-Mod) is given by H(G) := G ⊠C − : M ⊠C −
−→ N ⊠C −, which evaluated at any object L ∈ C-Mod is given by the functor G ⊠C L
in D-Mod. The functor G ⊠C L is defined in the obvious way as the functor M ⊠C F
above (it is C-balanced, since G is a right C-module functor). We have that H(G) is a
2-natural transformation, for given a functor F : L1 −→ L2 in C-Mod, the transformation:
H(G)(F) : H(G)(L2)◦H(M)(F) −→ H(N )(F)◦H(G)(L1) translates to: (G⊠C L2)(M⊠C
F) −→ (N ⊠C F)(G ⊠C L1), where both are obviously equal to the natural transformation
G ⊠C F , so the transformation H(G)(F) can be taken to be identity (then it trivially
fulfilles the necessary coherences).
H is essentially surjective. Take a 2-functor F . Set L = F(N ) in (20) and consider
FC,N as an object on the right thereof (in Lemma 3.2 we proved that it is left C-linear).
Let GC,N :M⊠C N −→ F(N ) be its companion on the left hand-side. Since the functors
FC,N are natural in N , so are the functors GC,N and we may consider the natural trans-
formation GC,− :M ⊠C − −→ F . Let O be the class of C-module categories N for which
GC,N is an equivalence of left D-module categories. Since both M ⊠C − and F preserve
cokernels and arbitrary coproducts, the class O is closed for cokernels and arbitrary co-
products. Obviously C-Mod contains its generator, C, then by Proposition 3.3 GC,N is an
equivalence for every C-module category N , i.e. GC,− is a natural isomorphism. Observe
that any natural transformation which operates over the corresponding underlying ordi-
nary categories of 2-categories is a 2-natural transformation. Thus we have: F ≃M⊠C−
as 2-functors.
H is fully faithful. We clearly have that H is faithful, i.e. the assignment
HM,N : FunD-C(M,N ) −→ 2-Natcont(M⊠C −,N ⊠C −)
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F 7→ F ⊠C −
is injective, for given another G ∈ FunD-C(M,N ) such that F ⊠C − ≃ G ⊠C −, it is
F ≃ F ⊠C C ≃ G ⊠C C ≃ G. Now, given α ∈ 2-Nat(M ⊠C −,N ⊠C −), we proved in
Theorem 3.1 that α(C) : M −→ N is a D-C-bimodule functor. To prove this we used
the isomorphism (17) coming from the structure of a pseudo-natural transformation of
α (which now is identity!) and the isomorphism θ in (14) coming from the structure of
a pseudo-functor of M ⊠C − (which now is identity, too!). This means that we have
that α(C) : M −→ N is a D-C-bimodule functor with the strict right C-module functor
structure, where M and N are considered as strict right C-module categories. Though,
due to [17, Proposition 2.8] this is not a problem, as we may consider D-C-bimodule
categoriesM′ andN ′ which are strict as right C-module categories and such thatM≃M′
and N ≃ N ′. (If you are not comfortable with the non-strict left D-module structures,
you may consider D-C-bistructures as right C ⊠ Drev-structures and replace M and N
by equivalent strict right C ⊠ Drev-module categories.) Finally, similarly as in the proof
of essential surjectiveness of H, we prove that HM,N (α(C)) = α(C) ⊠C − ≃ α as natural
transformations M ⊠C − −→ N ⊠C −. Let O be the class of L ∈ C-Mod such that
α(C) ⊠C L ≃ α(L) as functors M ⊠C L −→ N ⊠C L. Then O contains the generator C
and it is clearly closed for cokernels and arbitrary coproducts. Then by Proposition 3.3
we have that α(C)⊠C L ≃ α(L) for all L ∈ C-Mod, meaning that HM,N is a full functor.
Remark 3.5 Evaluating equation (16) at M ∈M yields an isomorphism in N ⊠C L:
ω˜(FL)(M) : ω(L)(M ⊠C FL)
∼=
−→ ω(C)(M)⊠C FL.
Given that FL ∈ Fun(C,L)C ≃ L we may rewrite this as:
ω˜(L)(M) : ω(L)(M ⊠C L)
∼=
−→ α(M)⊠C L
where α = ω(C), or more generally:
ω˜(•)(−) : ω(L)(−⊠C •)
∼=
−→ α(−)⊠C IdL(•). (21)
Remark 3.6 The right hand-side version of the above Theorem is proved similarly using
the adjunction Fun(N ⊠C M,A)E ∼= Fun(N ,Fun(M,A)E)C, proved in [15, Proposition
4.5].
On one hand, from Theorem 3.4 it is clear that there is a bijection between equiva-
lence functors C-Mod −→ D-Mod and invertible D-C-bimodule categories. On the other
hand, if C = D both categories in Theorem 3.4 are monoidal: (C- Bimod,⊠C , C) and
Funcont(C-Mod, C-Mod) is monoidal with respect to the composition of functors and
unit being the identity functor on C-Mod. We have a monoidal equivalence of cate-
gories C- Bimod and Funcont(C-Mod, C-Mod), because of the canonical equivalence of
bimodule categories. If moreover C is braided, the monoidal subcategory of one-sided
C-bimodule categories (Cbr-Mod,⊠C, C) turns out to be monoidally equivalent to the sub-
category Fun∗cont(C-Mod, C-Mod) of Funcont(C-Mod, C-Mod) of “continuos” endofunctors
of C-Mod with respect to the one-sided C-module structures.
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Extracting invertible objects and morphisms in the above monoidal categories we get
the categorical groups: BrPic(C), [11, Section 4], and AUT(C-Mod) - the categorical
group of equivalence endofunctors of C-Mod. Truncating them to ordinary groups (tak-
ing corresponding isomorphism classes of objects) we obtain the Brauer-Picard group
BrPic(C) and AUT(C-Mod) the group of isomorphism classes of equivalence endofunctors
of C-Mod, where the isomorphism classes are taken with respect to natural isomorphisms
between functors. These groups are isomorphic, as well as their corresponding subgroups:
the Picard group Pic(C) and AUT∗(C-Mod) (with one-sided C-structures).
Corollary 3.7 For a finite tensor category C there is a group isomorphism
BrPic(C) −→ AUT(C-Mod) given by [M] 7→ [M⊠C −]
which restricts to the isomorphism of subgroups Pic(C) ∼= AUT∗(C-Mod).
4 Bialgebroid categories
Let C be a finite tensor category. Given objects X1 . . .Xn, we will often write X1 · · ·Xn
for the tensor product X1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xn in C. The n-fold Deligne tensor product C⊠n is a
tensor category with the componentwise tensor product and unit object I⊠n, where I is
the unit object of C.
In [16, Section 4] we defined a C-comonoidal category. It is a 5-tuple (A,∆, ε, a, l, r)
where A is a C-bimodule category, ∆ : A −→ A ⊠C A and ε : A −→ C are C-bimodule
functors, and a, l, r are certain C-bimodule natural isomorphisms, so that certain 2 co-
herence diagrams commute. We use the Sweedler-type notation ∆(A) = A(1) ⊠C A(2) for
A ∈ A. Intuitively, a C-bialgebroid category would be a monoidal and a C-comonoidal
category such that the comultiplication and the counit functors of A are monoidal func-
tors. However, one should be cautious about how to define a tensor product in A ⊠C A.
We present two definitions for a C-bialgebroid, one for a non-braided and the other for a
braided category A. For A braided these two definitions basically coincide: the first one
is slightly more general - we do not specify in it how the C-bimodule category structure
of A is given.
In [23, Section 3.3] bimonoidal categories were defined. Let (Ck,⊠, vec) denote the 2-
category of (small) finite abelian categories, where vec is the category of finite-dimensional
k-vector spaces. A bimonoidal category is a monoidal category with a comonoidal struc-
ture in (Ck,⊠, vec) with certain compatibility conditions for the monoidal and the comonoidal
structure. A C-bialgebroid category is a monoidal category with a comonoidal structure
in the 2-category (C- Bimod,⊠C, C), rather than in (Ck,⊠, vec), with similar compatibility
conditions. Concretely, compared to [23, Definition 3.8], we define a C-bialgebroid cate-
gory requiring a different natural transformation Σ and basically replacing the category
vec by C and the Deligne tensor product ⊠ by ⊠C throughout. To save space, we will
not type the necessary 12 coherence diagrams: they will be the analogous 12 coherence
diagrams as in [23, Definition 3.8] where the described changes are made.
In the next definition we will use the following functor:
∆ ∗∆ : A⊠A −→ A⊠C A given by ∆ ∗∆(A⊠ B) = A(1)B(1) ⊠C A(2)B(2).
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Definition 4.1 Let C and A be finite tensor categories where (A,⊗, I, α, λ˜, ρ˜) is a monoidal
category structure of A. We say that A is a C-bialgebroid category if (A,∆, ε, a, l, r) is
a C-comonoidal category so that there are natural isomorphisms:
1. Σ : ∆ ∗∆ −→ ∆ ◦ ⊗, that is, for all A,B ∈ A there is an isomorphism:
A(1)B(1) ⊠C A(2)B(2)
Σ
−→ (AB)(1) ⊠C (AB)(2);
2. Θ : ⊗C ◦ (ε ⊠ ε) −→ ε ◦ ⊗A; that is, for all A,B ∈ A there is an isomorphism:
ε(A)ε(B)
Θ
−→ ε(AB);
and isomorphisms:
(i) Σ0 : I ⊠C I
Σ0−→ ∆(I) = I(1) ⊠C I(2);
(ii) Θ0 : IC
Θ0−→ ε(I), where IC is the unit object in C;
so that the 12 coherence diagrams described above commute.
We comment briefly the contents of the 12 compatibility diagrams:
1. Σ2,∆2;
2. ∆(λ˜) (with Σ,Σ0,∆);
3. ∆(ρ˜) (with Σ,Σ0,∆);
4. Θ2 (with ε);
5. ε(λ˜) (with Θ0,Θ);
6. ε(ρ˜) (with Θ0,Θ);
7. a,∆,Σ;
8. l ⊗ l (with Θ, ε,Σ);
9. r ⊗ r (with Θ, ε,Σ);
10. Σ20,∆, a;
11. ε,Σ0,Θ0, l;
12. ε,Σ0,Θ0, r.
In order to make a faithful generalization of the notion of a bialgebroid, actually we
would have had to require A to be a bimodule category over C ⊠ Crev. However, this
kind of construction goes beyond our interest at this moment. We will be interested in
a C-bialgebroid category A which is symmetric as a monoidal category. In [16, Lemma
2.8] we proved for a braided tensor category A which has a structure of a C-bimodule
category coming from two tensor functors λ, ρ : C −→ A, that A ⊠C A is a braided finite
tensor category with the tensor product
M : (A⊠C A)⊠ (A⊠C A) −→ A⊠C A
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induced by a functor C-balanced at two places which is given by (A⊠ B)⊠ (A′ ⊠ B′) :=
AA′⊠C BB
′, for A⊠B,A′⊠B′ ∈ A⊠A. When proving the C-balance of this operation,
we kept track of the directions in which we moved objects from C, so we did not encounter
symmetricity restrictions on the braiding, as it can be seen in the proof. To simplify this
we will assume, as it is done in [7] and [19], that the functors λ and ρ factor through the
Mu¨ger’s center category A′. The Mu¨ger’s center category A′ is a braided subcategory of
A such that for all A′ ∈ A′ and all A ∈ A the braiding Φ˜ of A is symmetric when acting
between A′ and A, that is: Φ˜A,A′ = (Φ˜A,A′)
−1, [22, Definition 2.9].
Definition 4.2 Let C and A be finite braided tensor categories where (A,⊗, I, α, λ˜, ρ˜) is
a monoidal category structure of A. We say that A is a braided C-bialgebroid category
if:
1. there are braided tensor functors λ, ρ : C −→ A which factor through the Mu¨ger’s
center category A′ and provide A with a C-bimodule category structure:
X⊗A = λ(X)A, A⊗X = Aρ(X)
where X ∈ C, A ∈ A;
2. (A,∆, ε, a, l, r) is a C-comonoidal category with the above C-bimodule category struc-
ture;
3. there are natural isomorphisms:
(a) Σ :M ◦ (∆⊠∆) −→ ∆ ◦ ⊗, that is, for all A,B ∈ A there is an isomorphism:
A(1)B(1) ⊠C A(2)B(2)
Σ
−→ (AB)(1) ⊠C (AB)(2);
(b) Θ : ⊗C ◦ (ε⊠ ε) −→ ε ◦ ⊗A; that is, for all A,B ∈ A there is an isomorphism:
ε(A)ε(B)
Θ
−→ ε(AB);
and isomorphisms:
(i) Σ0 : I ⊠C I
Σ0−→ ∆(I) = I(1) ⊠C I(2), where I is the unit object in A;
(ii) Θ0 : IC
Θ0−→ ε(I), where IC is the unit object in C;
so that the 12 coherence diagrams as in Definition 4.1 commute.
Remark 4.3 The only differences between the above two definitions are that in Defini-
tion 4.2 we specify the C-bimodule category structures and that the natural isomorphism
Σ is formally differently defined.
If A is a C-bimodule category one may define tensor functors λ, ρ : C −→ A by λ(C) =
C⊗I and ρ(C) = I⊗C. Then the C-bimodule category structure on A defined as in item
1) of the above definition coincides with the original one.
Lemma 4.4 Every A-bimodule categoryM is a C-bimodule category λMρ by the restric-
tion of scalars functor:
X⊗M = λ(X)⊗M, M⊗X =M⊗ρ(X)
for every X ∈ C,M ∈ M.
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Lemma 4.5 For any finite symmetric tensor category C the category A = C ⊠ C is a
C-bialgebroid category with the functors ∆ : C ⊠ C −→ (C ⊠ C)⊠C (C ⊠ C) ≃ C ⊠ C ⊠ C and
ε : C ⊠ C −→ C given by
∆(X ⊠ Y ) = (X ⊠ I)⊠C (I ⊠ Y ) and ε(X ⊠ Y ) = XY.
Proof. In [16, Lemma 4.3] we proved that C⊠C is a C-comonoidal category with the given
structures and the obvious C-bimodule category structure. Set
λ(X) = X ⊠ I and ρ(X) = I ⊠X
for X ∈ C where I represents the unit object in C. To check the condition 3) in Defini-
tion 4.2, observe that Σ,Σo and Θ0 can be taken to be identities. Observe that the functors
in the parts (a) and (b) are defined on objects of the form A = X ⊠ Y,B = X ′⊠ Y ′ ∈ A.
Note that ⊗C ◦(ε⊠ε)((X⊠Y )⊙(X ′⊠Y ′)) = XYX ′Y ′ and ε◦⊗A((X⊠Y )⊙(X ′⊠Y ′)) =
XX ′Y Y ′, where ⊙ denotes the tensor product in A. Define
Θ = X ⊗ ΦY,X′ ⊗ Y
′ : XYX ′Y ′ = ε(X ⊠ Y )ε(X ′ ⊠ Y ′) −→ ε(XX ′ ⊠ Y Y ′) = XX ′Y Y ′.
It is sufficient to check the coherence diagrams 4,5,6,8 and 9. Though, the diagrams 5, 6,
8 and 9 commute clearly, so let us see the diagram 4. It comes down to:
ε(X⊠Y ) ε(X′⊠Y ′) ε(X′′⊠Y ′′)
Θ
Θ
ε(XX′X′′⊠Y Y ′Y ′′)
=
ε(X⊠Y ) ε(X′⊠Y ′) ε(X′′⊠Y ′′)
Θ
Θ
ε(XX′X′′⊠Y Y ′Y ′′).
Let us denote symbolically:
Θ =
X Y X′ Y ′
✡✠✡✠
XX′ Y Y ′
then the above equation becomes:
X Y X′ Y ′X′′Y ′′
✡✠✡✠
✡✠✍ ✌
X(X′X′′)Y (Y ′Y ′′)
=
X Y X′ Y ′X′′Y ′′
✡✠✡✠
✍ ✌✡✠
(XX′)X′′ (Y Y ′)Y ′′
which is obviously fulfilled by naturality and the associativity constraint of C.
When C and a C-bialgebroid category A are symmetric as monoidal categories (as for
example in the above Lemma), we will say that A is a symmetric C-bialgebroid category.
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5 Harrison cohomology for a symmetric bialgebroid
category
LetA = (A, C, λ, ρ;⊗, I; ∆, ε) be a C-bialgebroid category. For n ∈ Nwe writeA⊠C · · ·⊠C A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
=
A⊠Cn and we set A⊠C0 = C. Let
eni : A
⊠Cn −→ A⊠C(n+1) (22)
for i ∈ {0, · · · , n+ 1} be functors given by:
en0 = ρ⊠C A
⊠Cn ; enn+1 = A
⊠Cn ⊠C λ;
eni = A
⊠C(i−1) ⊠C ∆⊠C A
⊠C(n−i),
for i = 1, · · · , n, that is:
en0 (A
1
⊠C · · ·⊠C A
n) = I ⊠C A
1
⊠C · · ·⊠C A
n;
eni (A
1
⊠C · · ·⊠C A
n) = A1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C ∆(A
i)⊠C · · ·⊠C A
n;
enn+1(A
1
⊠C · · ·⊠C A
n) = A1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C A
n
⊠C I
for every object A1⊠C · · ·⊠CAn ∈ A⊠Cn. (Here we are abusing the notation: the functors eni
are actually induced by the corresponding functors A⊠n −→ A⊠C(n+1) which are C-balanced
at n− 1 places.) The definition on morphisms is similar.
For a consequence of the coassociativity of the functor ∆ we have:
Lemma 5.1 For i ≥ j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n+ 1} there is a natural isomorphism of functors:
en+1j ◦ e
n
i ≃ e
n+1
i+1 ◦ e
n
j . (23)
Assume from now on that (A, C, λ, ρ;⊗, I; ∆, ε) is a symmetric C-bialgebroid category.
By [15, Lemma 2.8] and as we recalled in the last section, the category A ⊠C A is then
symmetric tensor and similarly so are the categories A⊠Cn for all n ∈ N. The functors
(22) are now symmetric tensor functors. Let P be an additive covariant functor from
symmetric tensor categories to abelian groups. Then we consider
δn =
n+1∑
i=0
(−1)i−1P (eni ) : P (A
⊠Cn) −→ P (A⊠C(n+1)).
By Lemma 5.1 one shows that δn+1 ◦ δn = 0, so we obtain a complex:
0 P (C)✲ P (A)✲
δ0 P (A⊠C2)✲
δ1 P (A⊠C3)✲
δ2 · · ·✲
δ3
We will call it Harrison complex C(A/C, P ). We have:
Zn(A, P ) = Ker δn, B
n(A, P ) = Im δn−1 and H
n(A, P ) = Zn(A, P )/Bn(A, P ).
We will call Hn(A, P ) the n-th Harrison cohomology group of A with values in P .
Elements in Zn(A, P ) are called n-cocycles, and elements in Bn(A, P ) are called n-
coboundaries.
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Remark 5.2 For a symmetric C-bialgebroid category A = C ⊠ C an object A1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C
An ∈ A⊠Cn corresponds to an object X1 ⊠ · · · ⊠ Xn+1 ∈ C⊠(n+1) and the above tensor
functors eni : A
⊠Cn −→ A⊠C(n+1) for i = 0, 1, · · · , n + 1 coincide with the tensor functors
en+1j : C
⊠(n+1) −→ C⊠(n+2) for j = 1, · · · , n+2 from [15], so that the Harrison cohomology
for A reduces to the Amitsur cohomology for C and we have: Hn(A, P ) = Hn+1(C, P ).
Observe that for C and A symmetric the category Pic(A⊠Cn) is symmetric monoidal
by [15, Proposition 3.4]. The functors (22) induce the functors
Eni : Pic(A
⊠Cn) −→ Pic(A⊠C(n+1))
which are formally defined in the same fashion as in [15, Section 5.1], that is:
Eni (M) =Mi =M⊠A⊠Cn eni A
⊠C(n+1) (24)
and
Eni (F ) = Fi = F ⊠A⊠Cn eni A
⊠C(n+1)
for every object M, every functor F in Pic(A⊠Cn) and i = 0, · · · , n+ 1. Here we use the
notation from (1).
The construction of the Harrison cohomology groups Hn(A,Pic) is done mutatis mu-
tandis as that of the Amitsur cohomology groups Hn(C,Pic). Namely, we have, as in
[15, Lemma 5.6] that for i ≥ j ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} and M ∈ Pic(A⊠Cn) there is a natural
equivalence:
Mij ≃Mj(i+1) (25)
where Mij = E
n+1
j ◦E
n
i (M). For every non-zero n ∈ N, we define a functor
δn : Pic(A
⊠Cn) −→ Pic(A⊠C(n+1)), (26)
by
δn(M) =M0 ⊠A⊠C (n+1) M
op
1 ⊠A⊠C (n+1) · · ·⊠A⊠C (n+1) Nn+1,
δn(F ) = F0 ⊠A⊠C (n+1) (F
op
1 )
−1
⊠A⊠C (n+1) · · ·⊠A⊠C (n+1) (Gn+1)
±1,
with N =M orMop and G = F or F op depending on whether n is even or odd. We also
have:
δn+1δn(M) = (⊠A⊠C (n+2))
n+2
j=1 (⊠A⊠C (n+2))
j−1
i=0 (Mij ⊠A⊠C (n+2) M
op
ij ), (27)
δn+1δn(F ) = (⊠A⊠C (n+2))
n+2
j=1 (⊠A⊠C (n+2))
j−1
i=0 (Fij ⊠A⊠C (n+2) (F
op
ij )
−1), (28)
so we have a natural equivalence:
λM = (⊠A⊠C (n+2))
n+2
j=1 (⊠A⊠C (n+2))
j−1
i=0evMij : δn+1δn(M) −→ A
⊠C(n+2).
Now we define the category Zn(A,Pic) whose objects are pairs (M, α), where M ∈
Pic(A⊠Cn) and α : δn(M) −→ A⊠C(n+1) is an equivalence of A⊠C(n+1)-module categories
such that δn+1(α) ≃ λM. A morphism (M, α) −→ (N , β) is given by an equivalence F :M
−→ N of A⊠Cn-module categories satisfying β ◦ δn(F ) ≃ α. One has that Z
n(A,Pic) is
a symmetric monoidal category, whose tensor product is given by: (M, α) ⊗ (N , β) =
(M⊠A⊠CnN , α⊠A⊠C (n+1)β) and unit object by (A
⊠Cn,A⊠C(n+1)). Moreover, all the objects
in Zn(A,Pic) are invertible. Its Grothendieck group:
K0Z
n(A,Pic) = Zn(A,Pic)
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is the group of n-cocycles. Let
dn−1 : Pic(A
⊠C(n−1)) −→ Zn(A,Pic)
be a strongly monoidal functor given by: dn−1(N ) = (δn−1(N ), λN ). Denote by Bn(A,Pic)
the subgroup of Zn(A,Pic), whose elements represented by dn−1(N ), for some N ∈
Pic(A⊠C(n−1)). We finally define:
Hn(A,Pic) = Zn(A,Pic)/Bn(A,Pic).
Similarly to what we commented in Remark 5.2, for A = C⊠C we have: Hn(A,Pic) =
Hn+1(C,Pic). In the next section we will interpret the cohomologu group H2(A,Pic), so
that in the case A = C ⊠ C we get an interpretation for H3(C,Pic).
The analogous result to [15, Theorem 6.2] holds for a symmetric C-bialgebroid category
A. The Sections 5 and 6 of [15] can be done mutatis mutandis for A. This bialgebroid
version is a categorification of [14, Theorem 9.3.5].
Theorem 5.3 Let C be a symmetric finite tensor category and A a symmetric C-bialgebroid
category. There is a long exact sequence
1 −→ H1(A, Inv)
α1−→ H0(A,Pic)
β1−→ H0(A,Pic) (29)
γ1−→ H2(A, Inv)
α2−→ H1(A,Pic)
β2−→ H1(A,Pic)
γ2
−→ H3(A, Inv)
α3−→ H2(A,Pic)
β3
−→ H2(A,Pic)
γ3
−→ · · ·
The functors P from symmetric tensor categories to abelian groups appearing in the
above theorem are Inv and Pic in the first and the third column, respectively. We saw
that Pic(A) is the Picard group of A, and Inv(A) is the group of isomorphism classes of
invertible objects in A.
6 Quasi-monoidal structures on A-Mod
Let A be a symmetric C-bialgebroid category. By a quasi-monoidal structure on A-Mod
we will understand a tensor product on the 0-cells of the 2-category A-Mod together with
an associativity constraint satisfying the pentagonal axiom up to a natural equivalence. In
this section we will present a way to generate quasi-monoidal structures on A-Mod. Here
“quasi” on the one hand alludes to the absence of the unit 0-cell and the corresponding
unity constraints, and on the other hand, it refers to the fact that we are not interested
in the rest of the axioms for a monoidal 2-category structure on A-Mod. From the point
of view of a monoidal structure on the 2-category A-Mod, defined in [21], our quasi-
monoidal structure means a tensor product (M2) satisfying the axiom (M9), as they are
numerated in the definition presented in [20].
We will consider every A-module category as a one-side A-bimodule category, because
A is symmetric. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.4 we will consider every A-module
category as a C-bimodule category (not one-sided!). Moreover, in this setting A ⊠C A
is also symmetric and we will consider every left A ⊠C A-module category as one-sided
A⊠C A-bimodule category.
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Lemma 6.1 There is a functor −⊠C − : A-Mod×A-Mod −→ A⊠C A-Mod defined on
objects and morphisms as follows:
(M,N ) 7→ M⊠C N and (F ,G) 7→ F ⊠C G.
In our setting the comultiplication functor ∆ : A −→ A ⊠C A is a tensor functor, let
us consider the restriction of scalars functor R : A⊠C A-Mod −→ A-Mod. We have that
any left A⊠C A-module category M is a left A-module category via ∆, a fact which we
will denote by ∆M, as in (1).
Let us now observe the following composition of functors:
A-Mod×A-Mod A⊠C A-Mod✲
−⊠C − A⊠C A-Mod✲
F A-Mod✲R (30)
where F is an autoequivalence functor of A ⊠C A-Mod. Recall that it is given by F ∼=
P ⊠A⊠CA − for some invertible one-sided A⊠C A-bimodule category P, by Corollary 3.7,
(observe that P = F (A ⊠C A)). For M,N ∈ A-Mod the resulting A-module category
from the above composition we will denote by:
MF N = ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (M⊠C N )) = ∆P ⊠A⊠CA (M⊠C N ). (31)
Observe that by the definition of M F N its arbitrary object is of the form: P ⊠A⊠CA
(M ⊠C N) for M ∈M, N ∈ N and P ∈ P. Moreover, given A ∈ A, we have:
A⊗(P ⊠A⊠CA (M ⊠C N)) = ((A(1) ⊠C A(2))⊗P )⊠A⊠CA (M ⊠C N)
∼=
(P ⊠A⊠CA (A(1) ⊠C A(2)))⊠A⊠CA (M ⊠C N)
∼= P ⊠A⊠CA ((A(1)⊗M)⊠C (A(2)⊗N)).
Before we investigate associativity constraints for this newly defined tensor product
in A-Mod, let us develop some arithmetic in Pic(•) using (24). First of all, observe that
given M ∈ Pic(A⊠Cn) we have: M0 = A ⊠C M and Mn+1 = M ⊠C A. Furthermore,
given N ∈ Pic(A⊠C(n+1)),L ∈ Pic(A⊠C(n+2)) and i ∈ {0, . . . , n+1}, j ∈ {0, . . . , n+2}, we
find:
M⊠A⊠Cn eniN =M⊠A⊠Cn eni (A
⊠C(n+1) ⊠A⊠C (n+1) N ) = eniMi ⊠A⊠C (n+1) N (32)
as an A⊠Cn-A⊠C(n+1)-bimodule category. Similarly:
M⊠A⊠Cn (en+1
j
◦en
i
)L =M⊠A⊠Cn (en+1
j
◦en
i
)(A
⊠C(n+2) ⊠A⊠C (n+2) L) = (en+1
j
◦en
i
)Mij ⊠A⊠C (n+2) L
(33)
as an A⊠Cn-A⊠C(n+2)-bimodule category.
Now let F ∼= P ⊠A⊠CA − be fixed for some invertible one-sided A ⊠C A-bimodule
category P. Take M,N ,L ∈ A-Mod. Let us denote for simplicity reasons M F N =
MN . We find:
(MN ) L = ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (M⊠C N ))⊠C L))
= ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA e21=∆⊠CId(P3 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L)))
(32)
= (∆⊠CId)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L)). (34)
In order to compute M (N  L), we first record the following, whose proof is direct:
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Lemma 6.2 There is an equivalence of left A⊠C A-module categories:
M⊠C ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (N ⊠C L)) ≃ e22(P0 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L))
given by (abusing the notation):
(A⊗M)⊠C (P ⊠C N ⊠C L)← [ (A⊠C P )⊠A⊠C3 (M ⊠C N ⊠C L)
for every A ∈ A,M ∈M, P ∈ P, N ∈ N , L ∈ L.
The above result can also be seen as a version of [19, Proposition 6.6].
Now we have:
M (N  L) = ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (M⊠C ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (N ⊠C L))))
= ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA e22=Id⊠C∆(P0 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L)))
(32)
= (Id⊠C∆)∆(P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L)). (35)
We get that a natural isomorphism in A-Mod, that is a natural left A-module equivalence
aM,N ,L : (MN ) L
≃
−→M (N  L), (36)
corresponds to a natural left A-module equivalence:
ωM,N ,L : (∆⊠CId)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L))
≃
−→ (Id⊠C∆)∆(P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L)). (37)
Let P,Q ∈ Mod -A⊠Cn and consider two n-fold C-balanced n-functors F ,G : Mod -A×
· · · ×Mod -A −→ Mod -A⊠Cn given by:
F = P ⊠A⊠Cn (−⊠C − · · · −⊠C−) and G = Q⊠A⊠Cn (−⊠C − · · · −⊠C−).
Denote pinC = −⊠C− · · ·−⊠C− : Mod -A×· · ·×Mod -A −→ Mod -A
⊠Cn, which is an n-fold
C-balanced n-functor. Then we may write F = (P⊠A⊠Cn−)◦pi
n
C and G = (Q⊠A⊠Cn−)◦pi
n
C .
Recall that Nat(F ,G) denotes the class of natural transformations from F to G.
Lemma 6.3 Let A be a symmetric C-bialgebroid category and let P,Q ∈ Mod -A⊠Cn.
There are isomorphisms:
Nat((P ⊠A⊠Cn −) ◦ pi
n
C , (Q⊠A⊠Cn −) ◦ pi
n
C )
∼= Nat(P ⊠A⊠Cn −,Q⊠A⊠Cn −)
∼= Fun(P,Q)A⊠Cn.
Proof. The second and the third class are in one-to-one bijection by Theorem 3.4 applied
on the level of morphisms (which refer to the objects P,Q ∈ Mod -A⊠Cn). Observe that
we consider all bimodule structures as one-sided. Given ω ∈ Nat(P ⊠A⊠Cn −,Q⊠A⊠Cn −)
it induces ω˜ ∈ Nat((P ⊠A⊠Cn −) ◦ pi
n
C , (Q ⊠A⊠Cn −) ◦ pi
n
C ) by defining ω˜(M1, . . . ,Mn) =
ω(M1 ⊠C · · · ⊠C Mn) and ω˜(F1, . . . , Fn) = ω(F1 ⊠C · · · ⊠C Fn) for Fi : Mi −→ Ni in
A-Mod and i = 1, . . . , n. Conversely, given ω ∈ Nat((P ⊠A⊠Cn −) ◦ pi
n
C , (Q⊠A⊠Cn −) ◦ pi
n
C )
consider the left A-module functors Fi = −⊗Mi : A −→ Mi for fixed objects Mi ∈ Mi
and Mi ∈ A-Mod for i = 1, . . . , n. Now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to prove
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that ω(A, . . . ,A) is a right A⊠Cn-module functor. Namely, the naturality of ω implies
that we have a commutative diagram:
P Q✲
ωA,...,A = α
P ⊠A⊠Cn (M1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C Mn) Q⊠A⊠Cn (M1 ⊠C · · ·⊠CMn),✲
ωM1,...,Mn
❄
P ⊠A⊠Cn (F1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C Fn)
❄
Q⊠A⊠Cn (F1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C Fn)
which applied to P ∈ P yields:
ωM1,...,Mn(P ⊠A⊠Cn (M1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C Mn)) = α(P )⊠A⊠Cn (M1 ⊠C · · ·⊠C Mn). (38)
SettingMi = A for every i = 1, . . . , n we get that α is a strict right A⊠Cn-module functor.
As we saw in Theorem 3.4 when proving the fullness of the functor H, by [17, Proposition
2.8] the “strictness” is irrelevant. Finally, note that the two assignments are inverse to
each other and we have the claim.
By this lemma, the natural left A-module equivalence ωM,N ,L from (37) is determined
by an A-A⊠C3-bimodule equivalence functor α = ωA,A,A:
α : (∆⊠CId)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3) −→ (Id⊠C∆)∆(P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0). (39)
By (38) we have:
ωM,N ,L = α⊠A⊠C3 IdM⊠CN⊠CL . (40)
Let us now consider the equivalence functor:
β = (ev1⊠A⊠C3 ev3)(P
op
1 ⊠A⊠C3 α
−1
⊠A⊠C3P
op
3 ) : P
op
1 ⊠A⊠C3P2⊠A⊠C3P0⊠A⊠C3 P
op
3 −→ A
⊠C3.
(41)
At the end of Subsection 2.1 we recalled that for invertible bimodule categories the evalu-
ation and coevaluation functors are equivalences and that they are inverse to each other.
Theorem 6.4 Let P ∈ Pic(A⊠CA), F = P⊠A⊠CA− and let α be the natural equivalence
(39). The associativity constraint for the tensor product functor defined by (30) satisfies
the pentagonal axiom up to a natural equivalence if and only if (P, β) ∈ Z2(A,Pic), where
β is the equivalence given by (41).
Proof. First let us compute the new tensor products in the pentagonal diagram:
((MN ) L)Q (M (N  L))Q✲
aM,N ,L Q
M ((N  L)Q)✲
aM,NL,Q
❄
M aN ,L,Q
❄
aMN ,L,Q
(MN ) (LQ) M ((N  L)Q).✲aM,N ,LQ
(42)
Observe that a is the natural equivalence from (36) which we identify with the equivalence
ω from (37), which in turn is related to α by (40). The five vertices in the above diagram
can be rewritten as follows:
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((MN ) L)Q
(34)
= (∆⊠CId)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L))Q
(31)
= ∆P ⊠A⊠CA ((∆⊠CId)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3 ⊠A⊠C3 (M⊠C N ⊠C L))⊠C Q)
= ∆P ⊠A⊠CA ((∆⊠CId⊠C Id)(∆⊠CId)(P14 ⊠A⊠C4 P34 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)))
(33)
= (∆⊠CId⊠C Id)(∆⊠CId)∆P11 ⊠A⊠C4 (P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)4 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)
14=31
= (∆⊠CId⊠C Id)(∆⊠CId)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)1 ⊠A⊠C4 P34 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)
(M(NL))Q
(34),(31)
= (∆⊠CId)∆(P1⊠A⊠C3P3⊠A⊠C3(M⊠C(∆P⊠A⊠CA(N⊠CL))⊠CQ))
= (∆⊠CId)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3 ⊠A⊠C3 (Id⊠C∆⊠CId)(P04 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)))
(32)
= (Id⊠C∆⊠CId)(∆⊠CId)∆)((P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)2 ⊠A⊠C4 P04 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q))
24=32
= (Id⊠C∆⊠CId)(∆⊠CId)∆(P12 ⊠A⊠C4 (P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)4 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q))
M((NL)Q)
(34),(31)
= ∆(P⊠A⊠CA(M⊠C (∆⊠CId)∆(P1⊠A⊠C3P3⊠A⊠C3 (N⊠CL⊠CQ)))
= ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (Id⊠C∆⊠CId)(Id⊠C∆)((P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)0 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)))
(33)
= (Id⊠C∆⊠CId)(Id⊠C∆)∆(P22 ⊠A⊠C4 (P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)0 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q))
10=02
30=04
= (Id⊠C∆⊠CId)(Id⊠C∆)∆((P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)2 ⊠A⊠C4 P04 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q))
M(N(LQ))
(35),(31)
= ∆(P⊠A⊠CA(M⊠C (Id⊠C∆)∆(P2⊠A⊠C3P0⊠A⊠C3 (N⊠CL⊠CQ)))
= ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (Id⊠C Id⊠C∆)(Id⊠C∆)((P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)0 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)))
(33)
= (Id⊠C Id⊠C∆)(Id⊠C∆)∆(P23 ⊠A⊠C4 (P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)0 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q))
20=03
= (∆⊠CId⊠C Id)(∆⊠CId)∆((P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)3 ⊠A⊠C4 P00 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q))
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(MN ) (LQ)
(31)
= ∆(P⊠A⊠CA (∆(P ⊠A⊠CA (M⊠C N ))⊠C ∆(P ⊠A⊠C2 (L⊠C Q)))
(33)
= ∆P ⊠A⊠CA ((e34◦e23)∆(P34)⊠C (e30◦e20)∆(P00))⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q))
= ∆P ⊠A⊠CA (∆⊠C∆)(P34 ⊠A⊠C4 P00 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)))
(33),34=33
= (∆⊠C∆)∆P13 ⊠A⊠C4 P33 ⊠A⊠C4 P00 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)
= (∆⊠C∆)∆(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)3 ⊠A⊠C4 P00 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)
Id⊠4τ= (∆⊠C∆)∆(P13 ⊠A⊠C4 P00 ⊠A⊠C4 P33 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)
13=21
00=01
33=34
= (∆⊠C∆)∆(P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)1 ⊠A⊠C4 P34 ⊠A⊠C4 (M⊠C N ⊠C L⊠C Q)
In the last computation we used:
((e34 ◦ e
2
3)∆⊠A⊠C4 (e
3
0 ◦ e
2
0)∆)(A⊠C B) = (∆(A)⊠C I ⊠C I)⊠A⊠C4 (I ⊠C I ⊠C ∆(B))
= ∆(A)⊠C ∆(B).
Observe that by Lemma 6.3 the diagram (42) commutes if and only if so does the
diagram:
P11 ⊠A⊠C4 (P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)4 P12 ⊠A⊠C4 (P2 ⊠A⊠C4 P0)4✲
P12 ⊠A⊠C4 α4
(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)2 ⊠A⊠C4 P04
❄
=
(P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)2 ⊠A⊠C4 P04✲
α2 ⊠A⊠C4 P04
P23 ⊠A⊠C4 (P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)0
❄
=
P23 ⊠A⊠C4 (P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)0
❄
P23 ⊠A⊠C4 α0
❄
=
(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)1 ⊠A⊠C4 P34
❄
=
(P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)1 ⊠A⊠C4 P34
❄
α1 ⊠A⊠C4 P34
(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3)3 ⊠A⊠C4 P00
❄
Id⊠A⊠C4τ
(P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0)3 ⊠A⊠C4 P00
✲
α3 ⊠A⊠C4 P00
(43)
This means that there is a natural equivalence between the functors:
(α−11 ⊠A⊠C4P34)(Id⊠A⊠C4τ)(α
−1
3 ⊠A⊠C4P00)(P23⊠A⊠C4α0)(α2⊠A⊠C4P04)(P12⊠A⊠C4α4) ≃ Id
(44)
acting on D0 = P11 ⊠A⊠C4 P14 ⊠A⊠C4 P34. Set F1, . . . ,F6 for the functors on the left
hand-side in (44) reading from the right to the left, and set D0, D1, . . . , D5 for their
respective domains. The latter are objects in the six vertices of the diagram (43) in
the clockwise order (we identify the vertices which have equal objects). Moreover, set
D = D1 ⊠A⊠C4 D2 ⊠A⊠C4 . . .⊠A⊠C4 D5. By (9) from Corollary 2.7 we have:
(D ⊠A⊠C4 (F6 ◦ F5 ◦ . . . ◦ F1)) ◦ τD0,D = F1 ⊠A⊠C4 . . .⊠A⊠C4 F6.
Then by Lemma 2.1, 1) the identity (44) is equivalent to having a natural equivalence
between the functors:
F1 ⊠A⊠C4 . . .⊠A⊠C4 F6 ≃ IdD0⊠
A⊠C4
D
.
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Up to reordering of the factors (in Pic(A⊠C4)) and again by Lemma 2.1, 1) we get equiv-
alently that there is a natural equivalence:
α−11 ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
3 ⊠A⊠C4 α0 ⊠A⊠C4 α2 ⊠A⊠C4 α4 ≃ Id (45)
on the category obtained by canceling out the factors P34,P00,P23,P04,P12 from D0⊠A⊠C4
D. That is the product in Pic(A⊠C4) of the categories labeled by:
01, 02, 03, 04, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34
in the increasing order of indices.
On the other hand, we have (P, β) ∈ Z2(A,Pic) if and only if δ3(β) ≃ λP , which by
Lemma 2.2, 2) we can write as:
(46)
β0 ⊠A⊠C4 β
†
1 ⊠A⊠C4 β2 ⊠A⊠C4 β
†
3 ⊠A⊠C4 β4 ≃ ev01 ⊠A⊠C4 ev02 ⊠A⊠C4 ev03 ⊠A⊠C4 ev04
⊠A⊠C4ev12 ⊠A⊠C4 ev13 ⊠A⊠C4 ev14
⊠A⊠C4ev23 ⊠A⊠C4 ev24
⊠A⊠C4ev34.
Recall that the equivalence functor β†i : δ2(P)
op
i −→ A
⊠C4 is given by:
β†i = evδ2(P)i(Idδ2(P)opi ⊠A⊠C4β
−1
i ). (47)
Observe that β−1 = (Pop1 ⊠A⊠C3 α ⊠A⊠C3 P
op
3 )(coev1 ⊠A⊠C3 coev3) and consider δ2(P) =
Pop1 ⊠A⊠C3 P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0 ⊠A⊠C3 P
op
3 . Then we may write in braided diagrams - we will use
the notation ij for Pij and ij for P
op
ij :
βi =
1i 2i 0i 3i
α−1i
✡✠✡✠ and β
†
i =
1i 2i 0i 3i
☛✟☛✟
αi
✡✠✡✠✡✠✡✠
=
1i 2i 0i 3i
αi
✡✠✡✠
where we applied naturality and the dual basis axioms, identifying ev and ev = ev ◦ τ . In
other words, we have:
βi = (ev1i ⊠A⊠C4 ev3i)(P
op
1i ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
i ⊠A⊠C4 P
op
3i )
and
β†i = (ev2i ⊠A⊠C4 ev0i)(P
op
2i ⊠A⊠C4 αi ⊠A⊠C4 P
op
0i ).
Then the left hand-side of (46) is naturally equivalent to:
Ev ◦ (Id ⊠A⊠C4α
−1
0 ⊠A⊠C4 α1 ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
2 ⊠A⊠C4 α3 ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
4 )
where Ev is the tensor product in Pic(A⊠C4) of the evaluations labeled by:
10 = 02, 30 = 04, 21 = 13, 01, 12, 32 = 24, 23, 03, 14, 34
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and Id is the identity functor on the tensor product of the corresponding P ′ijs. Note that
up to reordering of the factors it is: Ev ≃ λP . Then the equation (46) becomes:
λP ◦ (Id ⊠A⊠C4α
−1
0 ⊠A⊠C4 α1 ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
2 ⊠A⊠C4 α3 ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
4 ) ≃ λP
which is equivalent to:
Id ⊠A⊠C4α
−1
0 ⊠A⊠C4 α1 ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
2 ⊠A⊠C4 α3 ⊠A⊠C4 α
−1
4 ≃ Id
for the corresponding identity functor on the right hand-side. By Lemma 2.1, 1) we get
equivalently equation (45).
We may organize quasi-monoidal structures onA-Mod of the form (30) into a category,
so that this category is equivalent to the category of 2-cocycles Z2(A,Pic). Let QMon(A)
be the category whose objects are quasi-monoidal structures (A-Mod,, a) of the form
(30) and morphisms are quasi-monoidal 2-functors between them, defined as follows. A
quasi-monoidal 2-functor (Id,Ψ) : (A-Mod,, a) −→ (A-Mod,′, a′) is the identity func-
tor Id on A-Mod together with its quasi-monoidal structure Ψ :M N = Id(M N )
−→ Id(M)′ Id(N ) =M′ N , forM,N ∈ A-Mod, which is an equivalence in A-Mod,
so that the hexagonal coherence for its action on three objects holds up to a natural
equivalence. A “quasi-monoidal” hear refers to the compatibility only with the tensor
product.
Theorem 6.5 There is an equivalence of categories:
QMon(A) ≃ Z2(A,Pic).
Proof. Given a quasi-monoidal structure (A-Mod,, a), set P = A  A. We know
by Theorem 6.4 that (P, β) ∈ Z2(A,Pic), where β is given by (41) and α = aA,A,A.
Let now (Id,Ψ) be a morphism between two quasi-monoidal structures (A-Mod,, a)
and (A-Mod,′, a′). Then for every M,N ∈ A-Mod we have an equivalence ΨM,N :
MN −→M′N in A-Mod, so that the following diagram commutes up to a natural
equivalence:
(MN ) L M (N  L)✲
aM,N ,L
M (N ′ L)✲
MΨN ,L
❄
ΨM,N′L
❄
ΨM,N  L
(M′ N ) L (M′ N )′ L✲
ΨM′N ,L
M′ (N ′ L)✲
a′M,N ,L
(48)
Set F = ΨA,A : P −→ P ′. We know from Lemma 6.3 and the calculations of (34) and (35)
that the above diagram commutes if and only if so does the diagram:
P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P3 P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0✲
α P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P
′
0
✲
P2 ⊠A⊠C3 F0
❄
F2 ⊠A⊠C3 P
′
0
❄
P1 ⊠A⊠C3 F3
P1 ⊠A⊠C3 P
′
3 P
′
1 ⊠A⊠C3 P
′
3
✲
F1 ⊠A⊠C3 P
′
3
P ′2 ⊠A⊠C3 P
′
0
✲
α′
(49)
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meaning that
α′(F1 ⊠A⊠C3 F3) ≃ (F2 ⊠A⊠C3 F0)α (50)
On the other hand, given a morphism (P, β) −→ (P ′, β ′) in Z2(A,Pic), it is given by an
equivalence F : P −→ P ′ in A⊠C A-Mod such that β ′ ◦ δ2(F ) ≃ β. Applying Lemma 2.2,
2) we may write this as:
β =
1 2 0 3
α−1
✡✠✡✠≃
1 2 0 3
F
†
1
F2 F0 F
†
3
α′−1
✡✠✡✠
Tensor this from the left by P1 and the right by P3 and then apply coev1 and coev3 from
above, to get equivalently (by Lemma 2.1, 1) and since coev is an equivalence):
2 0
☛✟
α−1
☛✟
✡✠✡✠
1 3
≃
2 0
☛✟ ☛✟
F
†
1
F2 F0 F
†
3
α′−1
✡✠✡✠
1 3
⇔
2 0
α−1
1 3
≃
2 0
F2 F0
α′−1
F−11 F
−1
3
1 3
where we applied the dual basis axiom and the definition of the opposite functor. So we
got
(F1 ⊠A⊠C3 F3)α
−1 ≃ α′−1(F2 ⊠A⊠C3 F0)
which is equivalent to (50). We obtained that a morphism (Id,Ψ) in QMon(A) defines
a morphism F = ΨA,A : (P, β) −→ (P ′, β ′) in Z
2(A,Pic). Observe that we also have
the converse: given such F , we showed that β ′ ◦ δ2(F ) ≃ β is equivalent to (49). Then
define ΨM,N : M  N −→ M ′ N as ΨM,N = F ⊠A⊠CA Id : P ⊠A⊠CA (M ⊠C N )
−→ P ′ ⊠A⊠CA (M ⊠C N ) (recall (31)). Then the diagram (48) with this Ψ commutes by
Lemma 6.3. This shows that there is a fully faithful functor QMon(A) −→ Z2(A,Pic).
This functor is also essentially surjective: given (P, β) ∈ Z2(A,Pic), define the tensor
product by (30) and the associativity constraint a by the identification with ωM,N ,L ≃
α⊠A⊠C3 IdM⊠CN⊠CL from (37), and α we define by
α = (ev1 ⊠A⊠C3 P2 ⊠A⊠C3 P0 ⊠A⊠C3 ev3)(P1 ⊠A⊠C3 β
−1
⊠A⊠C3 P3).
We have seen that Z2(A,Pic) is a symmetric monoidal category and we constructed
the group of 2-cocycles taking the Grothendieck group of the category. In order to do the
same for the category QMon(A), let us equip it with a monoidal stracture, so to have
a monoidal equivalence of categories. Pulling back the monoidal structure on Z2(A,Pic)
to QMon(A) tells us to define the tensor product on it as follows. Given quasi-monoidal
structures determined by (, a) and (′, a′), define their product as (˜, a˜), such that ˜
is induced by P˜ = P ⊠A⊠CA P
′ ∈ Pic(A ⊠C A), where  is induced by P = A  A and
similarly ′ by P ′. Thus, given M,N ∈ A-Mod we define:
M˜N = ∆(P ⊠A⊠CA P
′)⊠A⊠CA (M⊠C N ).
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Here a˜ (identified with its corresponding ω˜) is induced by α˜ = α⊠A⊠CAα
′ (up to the twist
of the factors), where obviously α and α′ are those coming from a and a′. We now clearly
have:
Theorem 6.6 There is an isomorphism of groups:
K0(QMon(A)) ∼= Z
2(A,Pic).
Taking the quotient of K0(QMon(A)) by the subgroup induced by the 2-coboundaries
will lead us to the isomorphism with the second cohomology group. This subgroup is given
by quasi-monoidal structures (, a), where  is induced by some P ∈ Pic(A⊠CA) and a is
induced by some α which induces β by (41), and moreover P and β are such that there is an
equivalence F : P −→ δ1(N ) in A⊠CA-Mod for some N ∈ Pic(A), so that β ≃ λN ◦δ2(F ).
Observe that δ1(N ) = N0⊠A⊠CAN
op
1 ⊠A⊠CAN2 = (A⊠CN )⊠A⊠CAN
op
1 ⊠A⊠CA (N ⊠CA) ≃
(N ⊠CN )⊠A⊠CAN
op
1 . If we denote by QMon(A) the quotioent of K0(QMon(A)) by the
described subgroup, we clearly have:
Theorem 6.7 There is an isomorphism of groups:
QMon(A) ∼= H2(A,Pic).
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